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ABSTRACT

Abstract 

This thesis optimizes the operation planning of a photovoltaic system with a diesel 

engine  generator  or  a  combined  fuel  cell.  The  proposal  systems  allow  for  the 

construction of a power supply system with low environmental  impact  that uses 

renewable energy. The production of electricity from the photovoltaic system (PV) 

continues to attract interest as a power source for distributed energy generation. It is 

important to be able to estimate a photovoltaic power to optimize system energy 

management.  The  neural  network  has  been  proposed  as  suitable  for  statistical 

approaches for classifications and prediction problems. A layered neural network is 

made to learn and teach based on the weather data of amount of solar radiation and 

outside air temperature. Fuel cell power generation is another attractive option for 

providing power for electric utilities and commercial buildings because of its high 

efficiency and environmentally benign feature. The fuel cells have recently been the 

focus of great interest as a distributed generation technology. The solid-oxide fuel 

cell (SOFC) and a proton-exchange membrane fuel cell (PEFC) are two types of fuel 

cells  and  particularly  suitable  for  distributed  power  generation  and  cogeneration 

systems.  Moreover,  energy  supply  characteristics  of  a  PV  and  a  diesel  engine 

generator combined system are studied. Two operating cases are examined in this 

system: one with and one without a power storage facility.  The operation of the 
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ABSTRACT

diesel engine generator is based on the fluctuation of the load in the operation of 

Case 1, and a battery is not used. Therefore, because the engine is operated over a 

wide area from a low to a high load, the average engine operation efficiency is low. 

On the other hand, in the operation of Case 2, a battery is used to supply the demand 

when  the  PV power  generation  is  less  than  the  demand,  and  the  diesel  engine 

generator operates at 25% or less of the battery residual quantity to work in safety 

mode in the proposed system. Furthermore,  operation of the engine generator  is 

based on the charge or discharge of the battery, with maximum engine efficiency at 

maximum output power. Comparisons are presented of the results from the two cases 

with respect to the actual calculations of output power and the predicted electricity 

production from the photovoltaic system. Energy is supplied to a demand side of 

three households in Sapporo city, Japan from the proposed system, and no external 

sources are used. The analysis error of the operation prediction is considered. 

  A photovoltaic and SOFC-PEFC combined system is developed in this study. The 

proposed system consists of a SOFC-PEFC combined system and a PV as the energy 

supply to a micro-grid of 30 residences in Sapporo, Japan. The operation plan of the 

system has three cases:  without solar power,  with 50% and with 100% of solar 

output  power.  Furthermore,  three  types  of  system operation  of  using  the  SOFC 

independent  operation,  PEFC independent  operation and SOFC-PEFC combined 

system are used to supply the demand side. A comparative study between the types 

of system operation is presented. The power generation efficiency is investigated for 
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ABSTRACT

different load patterns: average load pattern, compressed load pattern and extended 

load pattern. 

 The operation results the  PV and the diesel engine combined system shows that, 

when the NN production-of-electricity prediction is introduced, the engine generator 

operating  time  is  reduced  by  12.5%  in  December  and  16.7%  for  March  and 

September.  The engine generator operation time is shortened by introducing a NN 

prediction algorithm. Furthermore, the operation results of the PV and SOFC-PEFC 

combined system show that, the difference between the SOFC independent system 

and the PEFC independent system is small. The fuel consumption of the SOFC-

PEFC combined system is reduced 10 to 35% compared with the SOFC or PEFC 

systems  independently.  The  power  generation  efficiency  of  the  SOFC-PEFC 

combined system considering the three load patterns of the proposed system is 27% 

to  48%. When  photovoltaic  generation  is  not  introduced  into  the  SOFC-PEFC 

combined system, the change in the power generation efficiency is small. 

Considering all the results of this thesis, it is found that the optimized operation of 

an energy system with a PV power generation reduced the time operation of the 

diesel engine generator and the energy cost of the proposal systems.  In addition, the 

proposed energy systems with a PV power generation are proved to be effective to 

achieve  the  purpose  supplying  energy  to  a  micro-grid  with  good  performance 

without any external source. 
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1 INTRODUCTION

1 Introduction

1.1 Background 

Energy is a vital element in human life. A secure, sufficient and accessible supply 

of energy is very crucial for the modern societies. Energy plays an indispensable role 

in modern society. We all depend on a constant and reliable supply of energy - for 

our homes, businesses and for transport. The demand for the provision of energy is 

increasing rapidly worldwide and the trend is likely to continue in future. Electricity 

producing systems presently in use across the world can be classified into three main 

categories:  fossil  fuels,  nuclear  power and renewable.  Fossil  fuels  in  their  crude 

form,  i.e.  wood,  coal  and  oil  have  traditionally  been  an  extensive  used  energy 

resource. Nuclear power due to a number of reasons is not accessible to the vast 

majority of the world and has found its application only within developed countries 

[1-5].  Renewable  energy resources  are  easily  accessible  to  mankind  around the 

world. Renewable energy is not only available in a wide range, but are also abundant 

in nature. Renewable energy sector is meeting at present 13.5% of the global energy 

demand [3-5]. Renewable energy sector is now growing faster than the growth in 

overall energy market. Some long-term scenarios postulate a rapidly increasing share 

of renewable technologies (made up of solar, wind, geothermal, modern biomass, as 
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1 INTRODUCTION

well  as  the  more  traditional  source  i.e.  hydro).  In  the  future,  the  amount  and 

proportion of renewable energy generated is set to rise, largely because of scarce 

supplies of gas and oil  and also because of government policy and  programs to 

support renewable energy generation. Under these scenarios, renewable could meet 

up to 50% of the total energy demand by mid-21st century with appropriate policies 

and  new  technology  developments  [2-5]. The  increasing  consumption  of 

conventional  fuels  coupled  with  environmental  degradation  has  led  to  the 

development of renewable energy sources. Generating electricity, particularly by making 

use of renewable resources, allows the attainment of notable reductions of environmental 

pollution.  Electricity  generated  from  sunlight  is  called  solar  electricity  and  the 

process  of  converting  solar  light  into  electricity  is  known  as  the  photovoltaic 

process.  There  has  been  growing  interest  in  utilizing  a  photovoltaic  generation 

systems as a renewable source. Photovoltaic technology enables direct conversion of 

sunlight into electricity through semi-conductor devices called solar cells. Solar cells 

are interconnected and hermetically sealed to constitute a photovoltaic module. The 

photovoltaic modules are integrated with other components such as storage batteries 

to  constitute   photovoltaic  systems  and  power  plants.  Photovoltaic  systems  and 

power plants are highly reliable and modular in nature [5-9]. Photovoltaic systems 

can be successfully utilized for world poverty reduction. 
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1 INTRODUCTION

1.2 Historical Overview 

   In this paper, some term  are mentioned  such as a  photovoltaic system (PV), a 

diesel  engine  power  generator,  a  SOFC and  PEFC fuel  cells,  a  neural  network 

algorithm and a micro-grid. Here, introducing historical overview for each one. 

1.2.1 Photovoltaic system (PV) 

  Photovoltaic systems are solar energy systems that produce electricity directly from 

sunlight.  Photovoltaic  (PV)  systems  produce  clean,  reliable  energy  without 

consuming fossil fuels and can be used in a wide variety of applications. Many 

utilities have recently installed large photovoltaic arrays to provide consumers with 

solar-generated electricity, or as backup systems for critical equipment. Research 

into photovoltaic technology began over one hundred years ago. In 1880, Charles 

Fritts developed the first selenium-based solar electric cell. Broader acceptance of 

photovoltaic as a power source didn’t occur until 1905, when Albert Einstein offered 

his  explanation  of  the  photoelectric  effect.  In  the  early  1950’s,  Bell  scientists 

discovered  that  silicon  [5-9],  the  second  most  abundant  element  on  earth,  was 

sensitive to light and, when treated with certain impurities, generated a substantial 

voltage. By the early 1960s, PV systems were being installed on most satellites and 

spacecraft. Today, solar modules contribute power to 175,000 villages in over 140 

countries worldwide, producing thousands of jobs and creating sustainable economic 
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1 INTRODUCTION

opportunities.  The applications include communications,  utility power,  and other 

residential and commercial applications. The intense interest generated by current 

photovoltaic applications provides promise for this rapidly developing technology.

Due to the growing demand for renewable energy sources,  the manufacture of 

solar cells and photovoltaic system has advanced dramatically in recent years [10-

13]. Today, the majority of PV modules use silicon as their major component.

PV consists of multiple components, including cells, mechanical and electrical 

connection. Solar cells produce direct current electricity from sun light, which can be 

used to power equipment or to recharge a battery. The first practical application of 

photovoltaics was to power orbiting satellites and other spacecraft,  but today the 

majority of photovoltaic modules are used for grid connected power generation. In 

this case an inverter is required to convert the DC to AC. 

The PV offer substantial advantages over conventional power sources as follows:

• Electricity produced by solar cells is clean and silent. Because they do not use 

fuel  other  than  sunshine,  PV systems  do  not  release  any  harmful  air  or  water 

pollution into the environment.

•  Reliability. Even in harsh conditions,  photovoltaic systems have proven their 

reliability.

•  Reduced  sound  pollution.  Photovoltaic  systems  operate  silently  and  with 

minimal movement. Photovoltaic systems are quiet and visually unobtrusive.
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• Small-scale solar plants can take advantage of unused space.

• Solar energy is a locally available renewable resource. 

• Photovoltaic Modularity.  A PV system can be constructed to any size based on 

energy requirements. 

• Safety. PV systems are very safe when properly designed and installed. 

•  Independence.  Many  residential  PV  users  cite  energy  independence  from 

utilities.

PV has some disadvantages when compared to conventional power systems. The 

disadvantages of PV systems are:

    • Initial cost. Each PV installation must be evaluated from an economic 

perspective and compared to existing alternatives. 

    • Solar power is a variable energy source, with energy production dependent on 

the sun. Solar electricity is not available at night and is less available in cloudy 

weather conditions. 

• Solar cells produce DC which must be converted to AC (using an inverter) when 

used in current existing distribution grids. This incurs an energy loss of 4-12%

Therefore,  there is  some disadvantage  of  using  solar  cell,  electricity produced 

from photovoltaic is much safer and more environmentally benign than conventional 

sources of energy production. However, there are environmental, safety, and health 

issues  associated  with  manufacturing,  using,  and  disposing  of  photovoltaic 
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equipment.  Photovoltaic systems can be configured in many  ways. For example, 

many residential systems use battery storage to power appliances during the night 

[14-16]. In contrast, water pumping systems often operate only during the day and 

require no storage device. A large commercial system would likely have an inverter 

to power AC appliances. Some systems are linked to the utility grid, while others 

operate independently. To date, there has been considerable research concerning the 

operation plan of a hybrid system, combining a photovoltaic system and a diesel 

power plant [17-26]. These research show that a reduction in energy cost can be 

realized by both electricity production of  a photovoltaic system and the power load 

being predicated.

In this thesis, a study on operation optimization of a combined energy system with 

a  photovoltaic  power  generation  is  developed.  Furthermore,  the  photovoltaic 

electricity production for every sample time is predicated using the NWI (numerical 

weather information). The amount of solar radiation and outside air temperature can 

be obtained from the NWI which is available from the Internet. The amount of solar 

radiation  and  outside  air  temperature  are  used  to  calculate  and  predicate  the 

photovoltaic  power  generation  from  a  solar  module.  Optimizing  the  operation 

planning of a photovoltaic system with a diesel engine generator or a combined fuel 

cell is developed in this study.
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Diesel engineGenerator

  Fig. 1-1  Test diesel engine generator

Generator type                     Single-phase synchronized

Rated output                        5 kVA

Rated voltage                       100V

Rated electric current           50A

Frequency                            50 Hz

Number of revolution          3000 rpm

Size                                      200 X 221 X 359 mm

Automatic voltage regulator 

Table 1-1 Generator specifications



1 INTRODUCTION

1.2.2 Diesel engine power generator

A diesel engine power generator is the combination of a diesel engine with an 

electrical generator to generate electric energy. Diesel generating sets are used in 

places without connection to the power grid or as emergency power-supply if the 

grid fails. The diesel engine power generator has different capacities from small to 

large according to the used application. Set sizes range from 8 to 30 kVA for homes, 

small shops & offices with the larger industrial generators up to 2,000 kVA used for 

large office complexes, factories. Sizes up to about 5 MW are used for small power 

stations and these may use from one to 20 units. In these larger sizes the engine and 

generator  are  brought  to  site  separately  and  assembled  along  with  ancillary 

equipment.  In isolated areas, electrical energy is often produced with the help of diesel 

engine generators.

Diesel engines have several advantages over other internal combustion engines:

• They burn less fuel than other types of engines performing the same work.

• They have no high-tension electrical ignition system to attend to, resulting 

in high reliability and easy adaptation to damp environments. 

• They can deliver much more power of their rated power on a continuous 

basis. 

• The life of a diesel engine is generally about twice as long as that of petrol 

engine due to the increased strength of parts used.  

8
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• They generate less waste heat in cooling and exhaust.

The diesel engine power generator owes its roots to mainly two inventors. One of 

these is the creator of the first generator Michael Faraday [27-29] and the other is the 

creator  of  the  diesel  engine  Rudolph  Diesel  [27-29].  The  first  of  these  two  has 

contributed greatly to life as we know it today with all his discoveries in electricity. 

Power generation using reciprocating engines was not as common three decades ago 

as it is today [30], [31]. 

The main application for the diesel engine generator derived power was in small 

backup plants for hospitals,  airports,  hotels  and industry that needed to ensure a 

reliable power supply at all times. Engine based power production today represents 

some 10–15% of the total installed capacity all over the world [32], [33]. This is the 

result  of  its  high  efficiency,  power  concentration  and reliability  that  have  been 

improved considerably during the last decade. Reducing engine emissions to legally 

acceptable levels has been a challenge for large Diesel engine manufacturers [30-

35].

The test equipment of a small -scale diesel engine is shown in Fig. 1-1 [34-36]. 

The analysis of this thesis uses the experimental results obtained by the operation of 

the test  equipment  of  Fig.  1-1.  The generator  specifications used in Fig.1-1 are 

shown in table 1-1. The fuel of a diesel engine is kerosene and the engine has two 

cylinders with four cycles. The output characteristics results of a test diesel engine 

9
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generator are shown in Figs. 1-2 and 1-3 [34-36].  This result is the relation among 

the calorific heat of the kerosene fuel supplied to the diesel engine generator, the 

engine - cooling - water heating value and the exhaust gas heating value, and the 

production of electricity as shown in Fig. 1-2.  A power generator is of a single – 

phase synchronous type, and power is transmitted through a belt from the power 

shaft to the diesel engine. If the amount of kerosene fuel is increased, the production 

of electricity and exhaust gas heating value increase, but the engine - cooling water 

heating value decreases. The maximum power generation output is 3kW. 

Figure 1-3 shows the production of electricity of the diesel engine generator and 

the relation of power generation efficiency obtained by a test. Although the power 

generation  efficiency  changes  with  the  number  of  engine  rotation,  since  this 

difference is small. The approximated curves shown in Figs. 1-2 and 1-3 are used in 

the analysis of this study. The approximated curves in Fig. 1-2 are used to calculate 

the output power and exhaust heat from diesel engine generator. Furthermore, the 

approximated curve  and equation in Fig. 1-3 are used to calculate the diesel engine 

generator efficiency at different output power from the diesel engine generator. For 

example at  a  certain output  power from the  diesel  engine  generator,  the output 

exhaust heat output from the diesel engine generator can be calculated by using the 

curves in Fig. 1-2, in addition the efficiency of the diesel engine generator can be 

calculated by using the formula in Fig. 1-3.

10
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Fig. 1-2  Characteristics of the diesel engine generator output at engine 
number of revolutions is 1600 rpm
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(a) Output characteristics of the engine generator
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1.2.3  Solid  oxide  fuel  cell  (SOFC) and  proton-exchange 

membrane fuel cell (PEFC) fuel cells 

Fuel cells are electrochemical devices that convert the chemical energy of a fuel 

directly into  electrical  energy.  Fuel  cells  are  a  clean,  quiet  and efficient  energy 

conversion technology and have been considered to be an advanced alternative to 

conventional combustion technologies for power generation. Fuel cells also may 

have high efficiencies even in small size units and are easy to site. Because of these 

features, fuel cells have recently been the focus of great interest as a distributed 

generation  technology  [37–46].  Fuel  cell  power  generation  is  another  attractive 

option for providing power for electric utilities and commercial buildings because of 

its  high  efficiency  and  environmentally  benign  feature.  This  type  of  power 

production is especially economical (i) where potential users are faced with high cost 

in electric power generation from coal or oil, (ii) where environmental constraints 

are stringent, or (iii) where load constraints of transmission and distribution systems 

are so tight that their new installations are not possible.

The fuel cell concept was developed in 1839 by Sir William Grove, a Welsh judge 

and gentleman scientist [37]. The invention did not take off, partly due to the success 

of the internal combustion motor. The revival occurred when the first fuel cell was 

used in the Gemini space program during the 1960s [37-42 ]. Based on the alkaline 
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system,  the  fuel  cell  generated  electricity  and  produced  the  astronauts drinking 

water.  Commercial  application of this  power source was prohibitive at  that time 

because of high material costs. Improvements in the stack design during the 1990's 

led to reduce costs and increase power densities [37-46].   

   Solid oxide fuel cell (SOFC) is one type of fuel cell and use ceramic materials as 

their  electrodes and electrolyte.  This allows SOFC to work at  high temperatures. 

Because  of  their  high  operating  temperature,  SOFC is  capable  of  incorporating 

internal fuel reformation, which allows multiple fuel options. SOFC systems also 

exhibit stable performance with a varying load. SOFC is a promising technology for 

decentralized  power  generation  and  co-generation  [43].  In  addition,  the  proton-

exchange membrane fuel  cell  (PEFC)  deliver  high  power  density  and offer  the 

advantages of low weight and volume compared with other fuel cells [44],  [45]. 

Though higher temperatures are required with SOFC in comparison with PEFC, the 

power generation  efficiency is high and the uses for exhaust heat are wide.  These 

features make SOFC and PEFC particularly suitable for distributed power generation 

and co-generation systems [46-51]. The SOFC and PEFC have been developed as 

fuel  cells  for  houses  [49-51].  In  order  to  utilize  the  hot  exhaust  heat  of  SOFC 

effectively, the SOFC and gas turbine (GT) compound system was develop [52-57]. 

Although high thermal efficiency is achieved in the SOFC-GT compound system, 

maintenance of the high thermal efficiency is difficult. Moreover, because the partial 
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load quality of GT is bad, it is difficult to maintain the power generation efficiency 

of the whole system. In this system, it is necessary to perform synchronous operation 

the exhaust heat output from the SOFC and the driving of GT. Consideration of the 

load characteristic  of  the  demand side is  indispensable to  investigate  the power 

generation  efficiency.  Moreover,  an  operation  plan  with  high  power  generation 

efficiency by a high load factor is required.

   In this study, the exhaust heat of SOFC is used for the steam reforming of bio-

ethanol fuel. The reformed gas is stored in a cylinder; this reformed gas is supplied 

to the PEFC. In other words, time shift utilization of the exhaust heat of the SOFC is 

installed. When using this time shift utilization of the exhaust heat of the SOFC, the 

operation of the system can be planned so that a load peak is cut [58].

1.2.4 Neural network algorithm

A Neural networks are a form of multiprocessor computer system with simple 

processing elements, a high degree of interconnection and simple scalar messages. A 

neural network (NN), which can perform pattern-matching task, has a large number 

of highly interconnected processing elements (nodes) that demonstrate the ability to 

learn and generalize from training patterns. Neural network has the shortcoming of 

implicit knowledge. NN are inspired by biological nervous systems and they were 

first  introduced as early 1960. Nowadays studies of NN are growing rapidly for 
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many reasons:

 • NN work pattern recognition at large.

 • NN have a high degree of robustness and ability to learn.

 • NN are prepared to work with incomplete and unforeseen input data.

  • NN have high speed and fault tolerance due to massive parallelism.

  • NN can be trained rather than programmed, hence their performance may improve 

with experience.

 • NN is capable of high-level function such as adaptation or learning with or without 

supervision.

A neural  network  consists  of  many  simple  processing  element  neurons.  The 

connections between neurons have a weighted links wi over which signals can pass. 

The back propagation algorithm gives a prescription for the weights in any feed 

forward  network  to  learn  training  set  input/output  pair.  The  back  propagation 

algorithm is central to much current work on learning in neural networks [59-62]. 

Bryson and Ho in 1969, Werbos 1974, Parker 1985 [60-62] and Rumelhart, Hinton 

and Williams in 1986 [63] invented it independently several times. A closely related 

approach by Le Chun in 1985. The back propagation algorithm works very well by 

adjusting  the  weights,  which  are  connected  in  successive  layers  of  multi-layer 

perception [56-64]. The back propagation algorithm is created by generalizing the 

learning  rule  to  multiple  layer  networks  and  nonlinear  differentiable  transfer 
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functions. Input vectors and corresponding target vectors are used to train a network 

until it  can approximate a function. Networks with biases, a sigmoid layer and a 

linear output layer are capable of approximating any function with a finite number of 

discontinuities. Properly trained NN tend to give reasonable answers when presented 

with inputs that they have never seen, Typically,  a new input leads to an output 

similar to the correct output for input vectors used in training that are similar to the 

new input being presented.

1.2.4.1 Simple neuron

  Figure 1-4 shows a simple model of a neuron characterized by a number of 

inputs,  the  weights  and  an  output.   As  shown  in  this  figure  a  simple  neuron 

representation with inputs I1, I2, ..... In  ,  the node receives its inputs through a set of 

weighted links w1,  w2, .....  wn. These inputs may come from other nodes or from 

outside sources. Sum of all weighted inputs represents the node activation and the 

node output is determined by output function, which responds to this activation. The 

transfer function may be the sigmoid threshold function, linear threshold function 

The ramp threshold function, or the step threshold function. The transfer function 

used by individual neurons to translate the input to an output response is three-step 

process:

1. The neuron computes the weighted sum of its inputs.

17
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2. Net input is converted into an activation level. This can be accomplished in 

several way, but typically we using sigmoid function or s-shaped function.

3. The process converts the activation level into an output signal.

1.2.4.2 Neural network architectures

 Neural  network  are  capable  of  finding internal  representations  of  interrelations 

within raw data. Neural network are considered to be intuitive because they learn by 

example rather than by following programmed rules[56-73]. Two or more of the 

neurons described before can be combined in a layer, and a particular network could 
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1 INTRODUCTION

contain one or more such layers. Figure 1-5 shows  a layered neural network. In this 

figure, the network consists of three layers input layer, hidden layer and the output 

layer. Furthermore, a set of N input units (In, n=1,2,3…N), a set hidden units and a 

set of  output units are shown.

The ability to  learn  is  one  of  the  key aspects  of  neural  network.  This  typical 

characteristic, together with the simplicity of building and training neural network, 

has encouraged their application to task of prediction. Because of their inherent non-

linearity,  neural  network  are  abled  to  identify the  complex interactions  between 

independent variables without the need for complex functional models to describe 

the  relationships  between  dependent  and  independent  variable.  Thus,  neural 

networks are proposed as  a substitute for classifications and prediction problems. 

In this thesis, an operation prediction program using a layered neural network is 

proposed to predict the photovoltaic output power with sufficient accuracy.  
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1 INTRODUCTION

1.2.5 Micro-gird

An  independent  micro-gird  system  supplies  electric  power  and  heat  without 

interconnecting with other power systems realizes the advantages of a distributed 

power source. Application of micro-gird technology provides a backup power supply 

in an emergency, peak cut of an electric power plant and effective use of exhaust 

heat  [74-76].  Although,  the  energy  transport  distance  of  a  micro-gird  is  short, 

effective use of exhaust heat is possible. Therefore, Overall efficiency is improved 

compared with conventional power generation systems. 

Micro-grid technology with the capacity for sustainable energy operation has been 

widely discussed recently from the point of view reducing the environmental impact 

of society [73-75]. In these setups, the operation optimization program installed in 

the  controller  of  a  combined  system is  the  most  aspect  of  the  technology  for 

determining the performance of the system [76].  However, a micro-grid is required 

for the rapid dynamic characteristic that follow changes in power load compared 

with a grid interconnected for other systems [77]. Since, the independent micro-gird 

realizes maximum distributed energy, there are issues to tackle such as the stability 

of  the  dynamic  characteristics  of  power  and development  of  an optimal  design 

method [78].

When a building linked to a grid is a house, in a micro-gird, both load fluctuation 

and demand fluctuation are expected to be large. In a large scale power plant, since 
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power is supplied to various demands, demand fluctuation is smoothed. In a micro-

gird  with  big  load  fluctuation,  if  no  electricity  storage  system  is  installed,  the 

operating point of the power generator will change significantly. Load fluctuation 

can be leveled by installing a battery in a micro-gird [79].  In independent micro-gird 

that does not have a battery installed, the power generator connected to the grid is 

expected to have frequent partial-load operations with low efficiency [80].

In  this  study,  a  micro-grid  with  little  environmental  impact  is  developed  by 

introducing  a  photovoltaic  and  a  SOFC- PEFC combined  system for  supplying 

energy to 30 houses in Sapporo city, Japan. The schematic figure of an independent 

micro-gird is shown in Fig. 1-6. In this figure, a power system model of a micro-gird 

with 30 houses is shown. This micro-gird is installed into a residential area, energy is 

supplied by introducing a photovoltaic and a SOFC- PEFC combined system.  
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  Fig. 1-6  Micro-grid model concerning a power system 
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1 INTRODUCTION

1.3 The Purpose of This Research 

The optimization of the operation planning of a micro-grid with diesel  engine 

generator  or  a  combined  fuel  cell  with  the  photovoltaic  power  generation  is 

proposed.   Energy  supply  characteristics  of  a  photovoltaic  and  a  diesel  engine 

generator  combined  system  are studied.  The  objective  of  this  study  involves 

developing an algorithm based on neural network to predict the power output from 

the  photovoltaic  system and  optimizing  the  operation  planning  of  combining  a 

photovoltaic  and  a  diesel  engine  generator  system.  The  analysis  error  of  the 

operation prediction is also considered. Energy is supplied to the demand side from 

the proposed system, and no external sources are used. 

Furthermore, a photovoltaic and a SOFC- PEFC combined system is proposed. In 

this system, the SOFC-PEFC combined system with a time shifting of the reformed 

gas is  proposed to supply energy to a micro-grid consisting of 30 residences in 

Sapporo city, Japan. Three cases are proposed for the operation plan of the SOFC-

PEFC combined system: without a photovoltaic system and with 50% and 100% 

solar  power.  In  addition,  three  types  of  system  operation  of  using  the  SOFC 

independent  operation,  PEFC independent  operation and SOFC-PEFC combined 

system are used to supply the demand side A comparative study between the types of 

system operation is illustrated. The power generation efficiency is investigated for 

different load patterns.  
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1.4 The Structure of This Paper 

The proposal system schemes, the operating methods, the results and discussions 

of this thesis are illustrated. This thesis is organized as follows: 

In Chapter 2, the proposed system of a photovoltaic and diesel engine generator 

combined system is proposed to supply energy to three houses in Sapporo, Japan. In 

addition,  configuration  and  the  analysis  method  are  explained.  The  operation 

planning of this  system is clarified. In this chapter, the proposed neural network 

algorithm to predict the power output from the photovoltaic is present. Furthermore, 

the operating methods of the cases study are explained. The results and discussion of 

the  proposed system are  presented.  The proposal  system is  examined using  the 

neural network prediction algorithm. The average values for the prediction error of 

electricity production from the photovoltaic is shown. The diesel engine operations 

characteristics  are  described,  and  a  back-up  boiler  operation  plan  is  developed. 

Comparing results from using the actual calculations of the output power with the 

prediction of electricity production from the photovoltaic is illustrated. 

In  Chapter 3,  the system configuration of a photovoltaic and a SOFC – PEFC 

combined system is proposed.  This system is used to supply energy to 30 houses in 

Sapporo city, Japan.  Moreover, three types of system operation of using the SOFC 

independent  operation,  PEFC independent  operation and SOFC-PEFC combined 

system are used to supply the demand side. The operation planning of this system is  
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explained.  In addition, the analysis procedure of the proposed system is clarified. 

The results  and discussion of  the proposed system at  three cases:  without  solar 

power, with 50% and with 100% of solar output power are modified.  A comparative 

study between the types of system operation is  presented.  The power generation 

efficiency is calculated for different load patterns: average load pattern, compressed 

load pattern and extended load pattern.  

In Chapter 4, the conclusion obtained from the work carried out in this thesis will 

be summarized. In addition, the suggestion for the future work is illustrated. 

The  results  show  that  when  introducing  the  NN  prediction  algorithm  in  the 

photovoltaic and the diesel engine generator combined system, the operating period 

of the engine generator is shortened for the energy supplied to the demand side.  The 

average values for the prediction error of electricity production from the PV are 

25%, 29%, 19% and 26% for December, March, June and September, respectively. 

Furthermore, when photovoltaic generation is not introduced into the SOFC-PEFC 

combined system, the change in the power generation efficiency is small. However, 

the load factor of the proposal system falls when the amount of PV power increases. 

The fuel consumption of the SOFC-PEFC combined system is reduced 10 to 35% 

compared with the SOFC or PEFC systems independently.  The power generation 

efficiencies of the proposed system of the PV and the SOFC-PEFC combined system 

with consideration of the load patterns are 27% to 48%. 
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2  Photovoltaic  and  Diesel  Engine 
Generator Combined System 

2.1 System  Configuration 

The  block  diagram  of  the  photovoltaic  system  and  diesel  engine  generator 

combined system is shown in Fig. 2-1. As shown in the figure, the proposed system 

consists of a photovoltaic system (PV), a diesel engine generator, a battery, a heat 

storage tank, a back-up boiler and a system controller. As shown in the figure, the 

proposed  PV  system  consists  of  a  solar  cell,  DC-DC  converter  and  DC-AC 

converter. The power output from the solar cell can be supplied to the power demand 

through a DC-AC converter and inverter, which also charges the battery. The power 

output from the inverter is supplied to a power grid or sold off to utilities through an 

interconnection device. Table 2-1 shows the specifications of the solar cell, battery, 

engine  and  generator.  A nickel  hydrogen  type  battery  is  used  [81].  The  battery 

capacity introduced into this system shall be 4kWh, which corresponds to about 170 

minutes of an average household's power load (0.4kW x 170 minutes = 4 kWh). The 

optimal capacity of the solar cell and the battery should be discussed and determined 

for the dynamic operation plan. The maximum power generation efficiency of the 

diesel engine generator is 3kW [82]. 
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The engine generator consists of a kerosene diesel – engine and a synchronous 

power generator (as described before in Chapter 1, Section 1.2.2). The exhaust heat 

outputted with the engine generator is engine – cooling water and exhausts gas, and 

this heat is stored in a heat storage tank through a heat exchanger. Furthermore, the 

heat – transfer – medium heat exchanger for supplying heat to the houses is installed 

in the heat storage tank. After exchanging this heat transfer medium for exhaust heat 

in the heat storage tank, it is supplied to a back up boiler. When there is a large 

amount of exhaust heat compared with the heat load,  the excess exhaust heat is 

stored in the heat storage tank. The approximated curves shown in Figs. 1-2 and 1-3 

are used in the analysis of this study. In addition, the approximated equation in Fig. 

1-3 is used to calculate the engine generator efficiency in this proposed system. This 

system supplies power and heat to three household's in Sapporo city in Japan and no 

external sources are used. The proposal system  is used to supply the energy to only 

three household's  because only one engine generator is  used in this  system with 

maximum output power of 3 kW to apply the demand patterns. If this system is used 

to supply energy to more than three household's, more diesel engine generator must 

be installed to apply the more demand patterns. The operating time of the diesel 

engine generator is illustrated. Furthermore, the diesel engine heat characteristics are 

described, and a back-up boiler operation plan is developed.     
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Apparatus

Solar cell type
  Area and generation efficiency  

Temperature coefficient of a solar cell

Battery type
Battery efficiency, Battery capacity

Engine type
Number of cylinders

Total stroke volume, Rated shaft output
Combustion type

Compression ratio, Fuel 
Size, Dry weight

Generator type
Rated out, Rated voltage 

Frequency,  Number of revolution
Size

Single phase synchronized
5kVA, 100 V

50 Hz, 300 rpm
200 X 221 X 359 mm

Specifications

Multi crystalline silicon
72 m2, 14%

0.4%/K

Nickel – Hydrogen
95%, 4 kWh

Vertical straight
4 cycle diesel, 2 cylinders

451 cc, 8.6 kW
Special swirl chamber

24.5, Kerosene
369 X 385 X 485 mm, 60 kgf

Table 2-1  System apparatus specifications
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2.2 Analysis Method

In this section, the analysis operation method is illustrated: 

2.2.1 Examination of system 

Two operating cases are used in this system Case 1 and Case 2. The battery is not 

introduced into the proposed system in the operation of Case 1. In addition, when the 

photovoltaic  power generation is  less  than the power demand,  the diesel  engine 

generator operates according to the load fluctuation, and the surplus power from the 

photovoltaic power generation is sold off as shown in the flow chart of Fig. 2-2. 

In this figure, the proposal system in the operation of Case 1 has the following steps 

from 1 to 5:

(1)  The PV power generation and the power demand are determined (as  will 

describe in the following sections 2.2.2 and 2.2.3). 

(2)  The  PV power  generation  and  the  power  demand  are compared  at  every 

sample time. 

(3) The surplus PV power generation ( the large amount of PV power than the 

power demand) is determined

(4) The surplus PV power generation is sold to utilities. 

(5) On the other hand, when PV power is insufficient compared with the power 

demand, the diesel engine generator is operated and supply the demand side. As 
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described before in Chapter 1 in Section 1.2.2, a test diesel engine generator is used 

in this proposal system with the output power generation shown in Fig. 1-2. The 

operation of the diesel engine generator is according to the load fluctuation with 

different  output  power  and  the  diesel  engine  generator  efficiency  is  calculated 

according to the efficiency curve in Fig. 1-3 with using the formula shown in this 

figure.    

(6) On the other hand, in the operation of Case 2, the proposal system has same 

steps from 1 to 3, but the the surplus power from the photovoltaic is used to charge a 

battery in the operation of Case 2 as shown in the flow chart in Fig. 2-3. 

(7) The battery supplies the load when the photovoltaic output power is less than 

the demand. 

(8) The battery capacity is measured for every sampling period. 

(9) If the battery capacity drops to 25% or less in the safety operation mode, the 

engine  generator  operates  and  supplies  the  demand  side. The  engine  generator 

operates at a fixed load (3 kW output power) for maximum efficiency.

When the diesel engine generator is operated in the two operating cases, exhaust 

heat is supplied to the heat storage tank. Figure 1-2 ( in Chapter 1, Section 1.2.2), 

has the values of the exhaust heat ( it is included exhaust gas and cooling water). 

When the heat demand is higher than the heat storage in the heat storage tank, a back 

-up boiler is operated and supplies the demand side. So the heat from the engine and 

boiler is used to supply the heat demand. Furthermore, Energy supply characteristic 
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of the photovoltaic and the diesel engine generator combined system is studied. 

Two methods are used to examine the two operating cases. In Method 1, the 

system operation  plan  depends on  actual  calculations  of  the  photovoltaic  power 

generation (as will describe in section 2.2.3). On the other hand, the production of 

electricity from the  solar  cell  using a  NN prediction algorithm is  introduced in 

Method 2, and the system operation plan is based on the NN predicted output results 

for the photovoltaic  power generation (as will  describe in  section 2.2.4).  In this 

study, the operation plan of the engine generator is investigated using the results of 

Method 1 and Method 2. Moreover, a comparative study between the results of the 

two methods is presented.
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2.2.2 Energy demand pattern

The power and heat  demand patterns  of  a typical  household in  Sapporo city, 

Japan, are shown in Fig. 2-4 [82], [83]. In this figure, the average power and heat 

demand of one household for months March, June, September and December are 

shown. In addition, the power demand pattern does not change significantly each 

month,  this  is  because  there  is  no cooling  load  in  the  summer  in  Sapporo.  The 

electricity  demand  includes  household  appliances  and  electric  lighting.  For  this 

reason, the difference in every month in the figure is small. Heat demand comes 

from heating, hot water supply and baths. The exhaust heat and heat of the back-up 

boiler are supplied to the houses assuming the heat load of winter.  The exhaust heat 

from the diesel engine generator is obtained from the curve shown in Chapter 1, 

Section 1.2.2. This value of the exhaust heat is different according to the operation of 

the  diesel  engine.  In  the  operation  of  Case  2,  the  diesel  engine  operated  with 

maximum power with maximum efficiency so the exhaust  heat  output  from the 

diesel  engine generator is constant value according to the constant output power 

from the diesel engine generator of 3kW maximum output power. 

Power and heat  are supplied from the proposal  system to three households in 

Sapporo city, Japan. The operating system are introduced into three apartments with 

the load and heat patterns shown in Fig. 2-4, multiplied by three.
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2.2.3 Amount of slope–face solar radiation and photovoltaic 

power generation 

Direct solar radiation intensity tDH , and sky solar radiation intensity S,tH are 

used to calculate the amount of slope-face solar radiation and the photovoltaic power 

generation. The  global-solar-radiation  intensity  ( tHI , ),  horizontal  sky  solar 

radiation intensity ( tSI , ) and direct solar radiation intensity ( tDI , ) at time t  ( t

=0,  1,  2,  3,.....,  23)  can  be determined from the  numerical  weather  information 

(NWI) [84-87]. The formulas for direct solar radiation and the sky solar radiation are 

calculated using the following equations:

cosθD,tID,tH ⋅= (2-1)

δϕαδαθ coscossinsincossin ⋅⋅−⋅= (2-2)

)cos1(,5.0)cos1(,5.0, βλβ −⋅⋅⋅++⋅⋅= tHItSItSH (2-3)

δϕαϕαβ taneccossincotcoscos ⋅⋅+⋅= (2-4)

Equations (2-1) to (2-4) are used to calculate the slope-face solar radiation, the 

calculation results are shown in Fig 2-5. In this figure, the average values of slope-

face  solar  radiation  are  calculated  for  months  March,  June,  September  and 
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December. 

The amount of solar radiation and the outside air temperature for every sampling 

time can be obtained by the numerical weather information (NWI). Moreover, the 

output of photovoltaic power can be obtained by introducing the installation angles 

of the solar cell to Eqs. (2-1) to (2-5) and the following equation is used to calculate 

the photovoltaic power generation   tsP , [88], [89]:

{ })100/()(1)(, TROTCTSHDHSSStsP ⋅−−⋅+⋅⋅= η (2-5)

                                       　

Where tsP ,  is the output power from the solar cell (photovoltaic power), tCT ,  is 

the temperature of the solar cell, SS  is the area of the solar cell (72 m2), Sη  is 

the generation efficiency (14%), TR  is the temperature coefficient (0.4%/K), and 

OT  is the reference temperature (298K). Equation (2-5) is used to calculate the 

photovoltaic  power generation,  the calculation results  are  shown in Fig.  2-6.  As 

shown in this figure, the average values of the photovoltaic power generation are 

calculated for months March, June, September and December. 
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2.2.4 Power and heat balance

Equation (2-6) is a power balance equation.  PDE,t,  Ppv,t and Pbt,t on the left-hand-

side in the equation are the diesel engine generator power, photovoltaic power, and 

battery power,  respectively.  Pneed,t  ,  Pbtc,t  ,  and Ploss,t on the right-hand-side in the 

equation represent power demand, the amount of battery charge, and loss of power, 

respectively. Charge-and-discharge loss of a battery is included in the power loss 

Ploss,t. 

loss,tPbtc,tPneed,tPbt,tPpv,tPDE,tP ++=++                                               (2-6)

Equation (2-6) is applied in the operation of Case 2 where there is a battery. But in 

the operation of Case 1, there is not a battery so the following Eq. (2-7) is applied for 

a power balance:

loss,tPneed,tPpv,tPDE,tP +=+                                                                (2-7) 

On the other hand, Eq. (2-8) is a heat balance equation. HDE,t, Hbl,t and Hst,t on the 

left-hand-side in the equation are the exhaust heat output from the diesel engine 

generator, a boiler, and a heat storage tank, respectively. Hneed,t, Hsts,t and Hloss,t on the 

right-hand-side of the equation are heat demand, the amount of heat storage, and the 
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heat loss, respectively. Heat storage loss is included in the heat loss  Hloss,t on the 

right-hand-side of the equation.

loss,tHsts,tHneed,tHst,tHbl,tHDE,tH ++=++                                      (2-8)
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2.2.5 Proposed neural network algorithm 

The NN is suitable to predict  the power output  from the photovoltaic  system 

because of its speed, simplicity and high prediction performance [90]. The prediction 

algorithm of the output power from the photovoltaic uses a layered NN, as shown in 

the block diagram in Fig. 2-7. The structure of the layered NN is shown in Fig. 2-8,  

it consists of three layers: the input layer, the hidden layer and the output layer. The 

successful implementation of a NN depends on the training (learning) process. In the 

learning process, the connection weights between layers are determined following 

the total minimum error. 

First, all weights are chosen randomly, and the past weather pattern of a slope-face 

solar radiation and outside air temperature are used as input signals to the NN. The 

photovoltaic power production teaching data from the solar cell are input into the 

output layer. During the learning process, the learning rate is specified as 0.1, and the 

sigmoid function is utilized for the input-output characteristics of the neurons. For 

each neuron, the teaching data is the calculation of output photovoltaic power by 

using Eq. (2-5), the output of neuron j in the n layer is given as:

n
jI

e

n
jO −

+
=

1

1
           　　　　　　　　　　　　　　 　      (2-9)
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The term 
n
jI  in Eq. (2-9) is the input of neuron j in layer n. It is calculated using 

the output 1−n
kO  and weight 1,

,
−nn

kjw  of neuron k layer n-1, as follows:

∑
−

=
−⋅−=

1

1
11,

,
nL

k
n
kOnn

kjwn
jI                                                                             (2-10)

Where j =1,...., Ln , and k =1,......., Ln-1  

2.2.5.1 Learning process 

  First,  all  weights in the NN is determined randomly. When the random initial  

values are input into the proposed NN, the outputs agree with the correct answer 

with high precision. The past weather patterns, amount of slope face solar radiation 

and outside temperature are given to the NN, and the learning data is the actual 

output photovoltaic power. The mean squared errors (MSE) equation is described as:

∑
=

−⋅=
nL

j
N
jOjtNMSE

1
2)(5.0                                                                                (2-11)

Where  tj is the output target actual power, and  N
jO  is the estimated power 
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value.  In  this  study,  the  NN modifies  the  weights  so  that  the  MSE approaches 

0.0055%. 

2.2.5.2  Weight modification 

  Equation (2-12) is used to calculate the corrected weighted 1,
,

−nn
kjw  by using the 

weight before modification 1,
,

−− nn
kjw  and the amount of modification 1,

,
−∆ nn

kjw . 

The amount of modification in Eq. (2-13) is expressed in Eq. (2-14). The partial 

differential of Eq. (2-13) is calculated using Eqs. (2-14) and (2-15) [91].

1,
,

1,
,

1,
,

−−−−=−=−∆ nn
kjwnn

kjwoldwnewwnn
kjw       (2-12)

1
1,

,

1,
,

−⋅
∂

∂
−=−∂

∂
−=−∆ n

jOn
jI

NMSE
nn
kjw

NMSEnn
kjw ηη   (2-13)

when n=N
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2.2.5.3  Analysis flow of the learning process

Figure 2-9 shows the proposed NN algorithm learning process analysis flow. All 

weights 1,
,

−nn
kjw are determined randomly, and the learning rate η in Eq. (2-13) is 

given to the program. The input data  
n
jI and teaching data  tj are input into the 

program. The input and output data of each neuron are calculated. Equation (2-14) is 

calculated using 
n
jO and tj, as well as Eq. (2-15). These results are used in Eq. (2-

13), and 1,
,

−∆ nn
kjw  is calculated. This value is given to Eq. (2-12) and the weight of 

each neuron is updated. The analysis error is calculated using Eq. (2-11). When the 

analysis error is smaller than the previously defined value, the training process stops. 

On the other hand, if it is larger than the threshold value, the process is returns and 

calculates repeatedly.

2.2.5.4  Relation between the input data and analysis error 

  In this section, the relation between input data and analysis error is illustrated. 

Equation  (2-11)  is  used  to  calculate  the  analysis  error.  The  analysis  error  is 

calculated  by using  this  equation  and the  calculation  will  finish  if  this  value  is 

smaller than the value set up previously. On the other hand, when the analysis error 

is  larger  than the value set  up previously,  as  shown in Fig.  2-9 ,  the process is 

returned and calculated repeatedly as explained before in the last sections.   

The relation between the kind of input data of the proposal NN shown in Fig. 2.8 
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and  the  analysis  result  of  the  photovoltaic  power  generating  is  clarified  in  this 

section. The result of each input data of the proposed NN and analysis error is shown 

in Fig. 2-10. In this figure, the relation between the input data and analysis error is 

graphed for three cases: the input includes all outside temperature  data and solar 

radiation data that are the average daily values, ±10% of random fluctuation is given 

to solar radiation; and ±20% random fluctuation is given to solar radiation. As shown 

in Fig.  2-10, the variation of solar radiation influences the analysis.  The biggest 

influence occurs in case3.This means that the input data (outside air temperature and 

solar  radiation)  to  the  proposed  NN  algorithm  have  influence  on  the  analysis 

procedure.  
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2.3 Results and Discussion of the Proposed System 

In this section, the operation results and discussion of the proposed system  are 

presented  depending  on  the  analysis  procedure  as  discussed  before.  The  NN 

algorithm is used to predict the power output from the photovoltaic system. The 

predicted average values for the photovoltaic power generation using NN prediction 

algorithm are shown in Fig. 2-11. Figure 2-12 presents the average power generation 

prediction error values of the predicated photovoltaic power generation, this figure is 

obtained by subtracting Fig. 2-11 from Fig.  2-6. In Fig. 2-12, the average error 

percentages are 29%, 19%, 26% and 25%, for  March, June and September and 

December  respectively.  These  values  are  different  because  of  the  differences  in 

slope-face solar radiation and outside air temperature for each month. 

The output power generated by subtracting the photovoltaic power generation and 

the demand power is shown in Fig. 2-13 for the two methods, using actual output 

power (Method 1) and using NN predicated power (Method 2). Figure 2-13(a) is 

obtained by subtracting the power demand of three houses from the photovoltaic 

power generation (multiplying Fig. 2-4 by 72 m2 to transfer values from kW/m2 to 

kW). Furthermore, Fig. 2-13(b) is obtained by subtracting the power demand from 

the NN predictive values of photovoltaic power generation for three houses.  The 

energy  supply  characteristic  of  the  photovoltaic  and  diesel  engine  generator 

combined system is proposed in the two methods for two operating cases. 
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2.3.1 Case 1 result

The proposed system is operated without battery in the operation of Case 1, the 

surplus  photovoltaic  power  is  sold  off  and  the  operation  of  the  diesel  engine 

generator  is  accordance  to  the  load  fluctuation.  The  surplus  power  of  the 

photovoltaic output power is sold as shown in Fig. 2-14. When the power output 

from the photovoltaic system is insufficient compared with the power demand, the 

engine generator operates and supplies the demand, as shown in Figs.  2-15 and 2-

16. The engine generator exhaust heat (heat of the cooling water and the heat of 

engine  exhaust  gas)  is  shown  in  Fig.  2-15.  Furthermore,  the  engine  generator 

efficiency for the two methods in each month is shown in Fig. 2-16. The peak values 

of engine heat exhaust are shown in Table 2. As shown in this table, the peak values 

of heat exhaust are reduced by 3.3%, 7.5%, 1.1% and 2.7% by introducing the NN 

algorithm for each month. In addition, the peak value of engine generator efficiency 

is  28.1 for the two methods.  The engine generator operates  with low efficiency 

because it operates according to load fluctuation. 

When the engine heat exhaust is less than the demand, the back-up boiler supplies 

the demand side, as shown in Fig. 2-17. In this figure, the peak heat values from the 

back-up boiler in case of Method 1 are 156 and 26 MJ at 6:00 am. for September and 

June, respectively, and also 145 and 54 MJ at 7:00 am. for March and September, 

respectively. Moreover, in Method 2, the peak heat values from the back-up boiler 
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are 155, 153, 26 and 57 MJ for each month at 6:00 in the morning. In the system 

operation of Case 1, the power is sold to the utilities, so the overall system efficiency 

is good.   

Table 2.2  Peak values of exhaust heat from the engine generator in MJ

Month Method 1 Method 2 Time

December 20.97 20.27 06:00:00 PM

March 20.3 18.77 07:00:00 PM

June 19.6 19.39 09:00:00 PM

September 20.21 19.67 07:00:00 PM
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2.3.2 Case 2 result

The engine  generator  operates  at  fixed  load  with  maximum efficiency in  the 

operation of Case 2. In addition, the power demand is supplied by the battery electric 

discharge when the photovoltaic output power less than the power demand. When 

the photovoltaic output power exceeds the power demand, surplus power is charged 

the battery. Figure 2-18 shows the battery operation plan . In this figure, the battery 

is used to supply the demand side when the photovoltaic output power is lower than 

the demand. As shown in this figure, the maximum output power from the battery is 

4 kWh and it is supplied the demand power at  there is insufficient photovoltaic 

power compared to the power demand.  

The surplus power from the photovoltaic power generation is used to charge the 

battery. The diesel engine generator operates according to the charge or discharge of 

the battery,  as shown in Fig. 2-19. The diesel engine generator is  operated with 

maximum output power of 3kW and maximum efficiency as described before in 

Chapter 2, Section 1.2.2 with output characteristic shown in Figs. 1-2 1nd 1-3. Thus, 

in Fig. 2-19, each point means that the diesel engine generator output power is 3 kW 

and it is operated in this period to supply the demand side at the battery capacity 

drops to 1 kWh or less. In Fig. 2-19, the engine generator operates an average of 8, 

6, 4, and 6 hours in Method 1 and 7, 5, 4, and 5 hours in Method 2 for each month, 

respectively. During these engine generator operating hours, the heat is supplied to 
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the demand side.  When comparing Fig.  2-19(a) with Fig.  2-19(b),  the operating 

period  of  the  engine  generator  is  shortened  by  introducing  the  NN  prediction 

algorithm. The engine operating time is reduced by 12.5% in December and 16.7% 

for March and September. 

  The back-up boiler is operated when there are insufficient heat in the heat storage 

tank compared to  the heat demand. The operation plan of the back-up boiler is 

shown in Fig. 2-20. In this figure, the peak values of heat from the back-up boiler are 

8.6, 8.5, 8.3, 8.6 MJ for each month at 18:00 in Method 1. In addition, for Method 2, 

the peak values are 8.6, 8.3 and 8.6 MJ for December, June and September at 18:00,  

respectively, and 8.2 MJ for March at 17:00. The average total engine heat is 51, 39, 

26 and 38 MJ; furthermore, the back-up boiler provides 77, 89, 97 and 90 MJ in 

Method 1 for each month. Moreover,  for Method 2, The average values of total 

engine heat is 39, 32, 26 and 32 MJ, respectively, and the average heat from the 

back-up boiler is 87, 87, 96 and 95 MJ for each month.
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Fig. 2-19  Analysis results of the engine generator operation plan 
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3  Photovoltaic  and  a  SOFC-PEFC 
Combined System 

3.1 System  Configuration

The proposed photovoltaic system and a SOFC-PEFC combined system is shown 

in Fig. 3-1. The electric power and heat of the SOFC-PEFC combined system and 

PV system are used to supply power and heat to a grid of 30 residences in Sapporo in 

Japan.  A schematic figure of the proposed system is shown in Fig. 3-1(a). It consists 

of the SOFC-PEFC combined system, PV system, power conditioning system, heat 

supply system and system controller. The details of each system are shown in Figs. 

3-1(b) to (e).  The system controller is used to operate each piece of equipment of the 

proposal system [92]. The photovoltaic electricity production for every sample time 

for  each  day  is  predicted  by  using  NWI  (the  numerical  weather  information) 

obtained by the system controller, as shown in Fig. 3-1(a). The SOFC outputs high 

temperature exhaust heat at 750 C° - 900 C° . This high temperature exhaust heat is 

used for the steam reforming of bio-ethanol and the heating of LNG (liquid natural 

gas) and air supplied to the SOFC. The reformed gas is stored in a cylinder. The 

power load peak of the following day is cut by supplying the stored reformed gas to  

the PEFC. The optimal system operation is planned by the system controller. 
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In addition, load with various fluctuations added to the micro-gird is expected. 

Accordingly, this thesis investigates operation of the PV system and SOFC-PEFC 

combined  system  using  three  different  load  patterns  (average  load  pattern, 

compressed load pattern and extended load pattern).  

3.2 Operation of the SOFC-PEFC Combined System

The block diagram of the SOFC-PEFC combined system used in the proposal 

system is shown in Fig. 3-1(b). The SOFC that is introduced into the system has an 

internal reformer. As shown in this figure, the exhaust heat of SOFC heats the LNG, 

bio-ethanol gas and the air, which are supplied to the SOFC cathode using the heat 

exchanger (HEX). Supplying the exhaust heat of the SOFC to the steam reformer 

(R/M) with a shift unit (S/U) produces a reformed gas with a high hydrogen density 

[93-95]. Moisture is present in the reformed gas, so a condenser unit (C/U) for air 

cooling  is  used.  A CO oxidation  device  (C/O)  is  used  to  remove  CO from the 

reformed gas. After decreasing the CO, the reforming gas is stored in the cylinder by 

a compressor (C/P). 

The electric power of the SOFC and PEFC is supplied to the DC-DC and the DC-

AC converter and inverter, then to the power grid. On the other hand, in case of heat 

gird, the exhaust heat of the SOFC with an internal reformer is used for heating the 
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LNG, bio-ethanol gas and the air  supplied to the SOFC cathode.  The remaining 

exhaust  heat  is  supplied  to  the  steam reformer  (R/M).  The  exhaust  heat  of  the 

reforming unit, condenser unit (C/U) and PEFC is stored in the heat storage tank. 

The heat exchanger is installed in the heat storage tank. Heat is exchanged between 

the tap water and the heat medium in the heat storage tank. A boiler is operated when 

there is little heat storage compared with the heat demand. 

The power division rate of the SOFC-PEFC combined system that is introduced to 

the demand side is shown in Fig. 3-2 (a) . As shown in this figure, the operation plan 

of the SOFC corresponds to the base load, so the SOFC is operated with maximum 

generation  efficiency.  On  the  other  hand,  the  operation  plan  of  the  PEFC is  in 

accordance to the load fluctuation. The base load is set as a larger value than the 

minimum value of the load fluctuation. The amount of exhaust heat from the SOFC-

PEFC combined system depends on the operation plan of the SOFC, as shown in 

Fig. 3-2(b). Furthermore, the quantity of reformed gas produced changes with the 

setting of the load of the SOFC, as shown in Fig. 3-2(c). In Fig. 3-2(d), the stored 

reformed gas is supplied to the PEFC, and it is used in the next day. 

The following equations from (3-1) to (3-7) show the steam reformation of bio-

ethanol gas and the hydrogen production process, as described before. Here, (l) and 

(g) show the state of the liquid and gas, respectively.
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K)kJ/(mol1924.0O(l)2HO(l)2H ⋅−→ (3-1)

K)kJ/(mol113.0OH(l)5H2COH(l)5H2C ⋅−→ (3-2)

kJ/mol6.40O(g)2HO(l)2H −→ (3-3)

kJ/mol6.38OH(g)5H2COH(l)5H2C −→ (3-4)

173kJ/mol26H22COO23HOH5H2C −+→+ (3-5)

kJ/mol1369O2H322CO23OOH5H2C ++→+ (3-6)

kJ/mol287O2H32O2/12H +→+ (3-7)

3.3 Partial Load Performance 

Figure 3-3(a) shows relationship between the load factor of the SOFC and the 

power generation efficiency with internal reforming [96], [97]. Figure 3-3 (b) is the 

efficiency of the PEFC at different load factors, where the PEFC is accompanied by 

a steam reformer related to the power generation efficiency [98], [99]. Moreover, the 

relation between the output of the reforming gas and the reformer efficiency of the 

steam reforming using natural gas is shown in this figure. 
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When Fig 3-3 (a) is compared with Fig. 3-3 (b), the SOFC  shows greater power 

generation efficiency compared with of the PEFC for a load factor of 25% or more. 

Furthermore, at a load factor less than 25%, the power generation efficiency of the 

SOFC decreases  greatly.  Therefore,  a  SOFC load  factor  of  25% or  less  is  not 

generally assumed.  The power generation efficiency of the SOFC differs by nearly 

21% for load factor of 25% and 100%. On the other hand, the power generation 

efficiency of the PEFC differs by nearly 11% for load factors of 15% and 100%.

The  performance  of  the  R/M,  S/U,  and  CO  is  dependent  on  the  reformer 

efficiency. The reformer efficiency Rη  in Fig. 3-3 (b) is defined by the following 

equation:

bioethanolsupply  of  valueHeating 
gas reformed of  valueHeating =Rη (3-8)
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3.4 Operation Plan of the Proposal PV and the SOFC-

PEFC Combined System 

Figure 3-4 shows the power operation method of the proposal system for three 

days  ( nDay , 1+nDay  and  2+nDay ).  The  predicted  output  power  from  the 

photovoltaic system and the power demand are shown in Fig. 3-4 (a) are calculated 

as  described  before  in  chapter  2  section.  The  photovoltaic  output  power  are 

predicated  by  using  equations  from (2-1)  to  (2-5).  In  this  study,  the  maxmium 

efficiency  and  the  photovoltaic  temperature  coefficient  are  16.4% and  0.4%/K, 

respectively. These values are general facility values used in Japa. The solar panel is 

stalled with a slope of 30- degree facing south.

In Fig. 3-4(a), the operation plan of the SOFC and PEFC are shown. Moreover, 

the base load of the SOFC is shown and the operation of PEFC corresponds to the 

fluctuation  load.  If  the  SOFC is  made to  correspond to  the base load  operation, 

exhaust heat will be outtputted. The steam reformer of natural gas is operated using 

this exhaust heat and the reformed gas is produced. Figure 3-4 (b) shows the amount 

of production of reformed gas each day. After storing this reformed gas, it is supplied 

to the PEFC to use in the next day. Figure 3-4 (c) shows the operation of the PEFC 

using the reformed gas produced on the previous day.
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3.5 Energy Demand Pattern

Power and heat are supplied to a micro-grid of 30 residences in Sapporo in 

Japan from the photovoltaic system and the SOFC-PEFC combined system and no 

external source is used. Figures 3-5 (a) and (b) are the compressed model of the 

width of daily power load fluctuations (compressed load pattern) and the extended 

model of the width of daily load fluctuations (extended load pattern), respectively. 

These  patterns  compress  and  extend  fluctuations  of  the  average  load  of  power 

demand  on  a  representative  day  to  50% and  150%,  respectively.  Here  the  load 

integration value (the amount of power demand on the representative day) of both 

patterns is the same as the total power demand under an average load. As a result, 

this paper investigates the electricity demand model of the micro-grid of the three 

patterns, as shown in Fig. 3-6. This figure is an example of a representative day in 

February  of  30  residences  in  Sapporo  [100].  The  electricity  demand  includes 

appliances and electric lighting. The thermal demand comes from heating, hot water 

supply and baths. There is no cooling load in the summer so the power load pattern 

on a representative day of every month does not vary significantly throughout the 

year. On the other hand, the magnitude of demand heat varies greatly between the 

summer season and the winter season. In the SOFC-PEFC combined system, the 

production quantity of reformed gas depends on the operation method of the SOFC, 

so the electric power demand pattern of the micro-grid affects the operation plan of 
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the proposal system. In the analysis, three load patterns, the average load pattern, the 

extended load pattern and the compressed load pattern, are investigated.
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(a) Power demand model of a representative day
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3.6 Analysis Procedure 

The  analysis  procedure  of  the  SOFC-PEFC combined  system is  described  as 

follows:

(1)  The power load pattern shown in Fig. 3-6 and the predictive values of  and the 

production of electricity of the photovoltaic power in Fig. 3-4 (a) are obtained for 

every sampling time. The production of the electricity of the photovoltaic power is 

predicted  using  the  NWI as  described   before  in  Chapter  2,  Section  2.2.3.  As 

described before, the amount of solar radiation and the outside air temperature for 

every sampling time can be obtained by the NWI. In addition, when the installation 

angles of the solar cell is introduced to Eqs. (2-1) to (2-5), the output of photovoltaic 

power can be indicated. In this analysis method of the power load estimation and 

output prediction of photovoltaic power should be considered separately.  

(2) The operation of the SOFC is according to the base load and the value of the 

base load is shown in Fig. 3-2(a). The boundary value (i.e., capacity of the SOFC) 

between the base load and the load following is decided using the power demand 

pattern obtained by (1). This boundary value is decided using the power demand 

pattern of a representative day with the highest peak of the power load. In this study, 

the extended power load pattern of a  representative day in February is used. 

(3)  The  amount  of  power  demand  and  the  production  of  electricity  from 
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photovoltaic power generation are compared for each sampling time. When there is a 

greater  amount  of photovoltaic  power than power demand,  the surplus power is 

charged to a battery. On the other hand, the storage power is discharged during the 

load peak in the evening.

(4) The SOFC operates as shown in Figs. 3-2 (a) to (c). On the other hand, the 

operation of the PEFC for the next day is planned by using the reformed gas. The 

PEFC is made to correspond to the fluctuation load operation shown in Fig. 3-2(a). 

The reformed gas produced by the exhaust heat of the SOFC on the previous day is 

used for the PEFC operation.

(5) The amount of exhaust heat of the SOFC is obtained from Fig. 3-3 (a) for 

every sampling time. The amount of reformed gas (namely, the amount of hydrogen) 

outputted from the C/O in Fig. 3-1 (b) is obtained from the amount of SOFC exhaust 

heat using Eqs. (3-1) to (3-7). The reformed gas is stored in a cylinder and is used in 

the operation of the PEFC the next day. As described in (2), the boundary value 

between the base load zone and the factual load zone is decided using the power load 

pattern  of  a  representative  day  with  the  highest  power  load  peak.  Therefore,  a 

shortage  of  the  storage  reformed  gas  used  for  the  operation  of  the  PEFC the 

following day is not assumed.

(6) The amount of exhaust heat from the R/M, C/U and PEFC shown in Fig. 3-1 

(b) is obtained from the heat balance. This exhaust heat is stored in a heat storage 
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tank. Heat storage losses are 0.5%/hour supposing a real system. The balance of heat 

is calculated for every sampling time. When the amounts of heat storage run short of 

the heat demanded, a boiler with 90% efficiency is operated.

The fuel consumption (which is expressed with the heating value) of the SOFC 

is calculated in the case of the operation of the proposal system according to (1) to 

(6), R/M and a boiler. By the operation of the proposed system based on (1) to (6), 

the fuel consumption of the SOFC, R/M and the boiler is calculated. Figure (3-8) 

shows a flow chart of the above analysis procedure.  

The ratio of the production of power to the maximum production of power is 

defined as the load factor.  Furthermore, the power generation efficiency is the rate 

of the power supply of the SOFC and PEFC to the heating value of the fuel supplied 

to the SOFC and R/M. 

3.7 Power and heat balance of the proposed system

Equation (3-9) is a power balance equation.  PFC,t  ,  Ppv,t and Pbt,t on the left-hand-

side in the equation are the fuel cell power, photovoltaic power, and battery power, 

respectively. The fuel cell output power depends on the system operation, it is the 

SOFC  output  power  ,  PEFC  output  power,  and  output  power  of  SOFC-PEFC 

combined  system  in  case  of  SOFC  independent  operation,  PEFC  independent 

operation and a SOFC-PEFC combined system respectively. Pneed,t , Pbtc,t , and Ploss,t on 
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the right-hand-side in the equation represent power demand, the amount of battery 

charge, and loss of  power, respectively. Charge-and-discharge loss of a battery is 

included in the power loss Ploss,t. 

loss,tPbtc,tPneed,tPbt,tPpv,tPFC,tP ++=++                                               (3-9)

The heat balance is calculated by using Eq. (3-10).  HFC,t on the left-hand-side in 

the equation  is  the exhaust  heat  output  from the SOFC-PEFC combined system 

(exhaust heat from R/M, C/U and PEFC), in addition Hbl,t and Hst,t are the heat from 

the boiler, and a heat storage tank, respectively.  Hneed,t,  Hsts,t  and Hloss,t on the right-

hand-side of the equation are heat demand, the amount of heat storage, and the heat 

loss, respectively. Heat storage loss is included in the heat loss  Hloss,t on the right-

hand-side of the equation.

loss,tHsts,tHneed,tHst,tHbl,tHFC,tH ++=++                                      (3-10)
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3.8 Results and Discussion of the Proposed System 

The maximum electrical load of the micro-grid  shown in Fig. 3-7(a) appears in 

February. Therefore, the capacity of the SOFC or PEFC should be optimized with 

the extended load pattern in a representative day in February. As a result, considering 

the maximum power load in a representative day in February, the capacity (30 kW) 

is decided for the operation analysis with the independent operation of the SOFC and 

PEFC. In the SOFC-PEFC combined system, the total capacity of the SOFC and 

PEFC is 30 kW. In addition, the capacities of the SOFC and PEFC are 25.5 kW and 

4.5 kW respectively.

Figure 3-9 shows the load factor of the SOFC and PEFC at different load patterns 

(average, compressed and extended load patterns) and at 0% (without solar power), 

50% and 100% output solar power. The amount of photovoltaic power generated is 

calculated using the NWI and Eq. (2-1) to (2-5) as described before in Chapter 2. In 

this analysis, the average value in Sapporo in 1990 to 2003 is used as the NWI. The 

production of photovoltaic power at this time is set to 100%. In consideration of a 

cloudy sky etc., the case of solar power at 50% and 0% (without solar power) is also 

analyzed. In the analysis of this thesis, 30 kW photovoltaic power generation (145 

W/m2, efficiency of the power generation is 14%) is introduced. The load factor of 

each fuel cell in daytime falls by this photovoltaic power generation as shown in Fig. 

3-8.
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The operation plan of only the SOFC to supply the demand side is shown in Figs. 

3-10 to 3-12. Moreover, the operation plan of only the PEFC to supply the demand 

side is shown in Figs. 3-13 to 3-15. As shown in Figs. 3-10 and 3-13, the power 

generation efficiency of the SOFC independent operation is large compared with the 

PEFC independent operation. When the amount of photovoltaic power generated 

increases, the load of the fuel cell falls. As a result, the power generation efficiency 

of the fuel cell falls. The analysis results for the fuel consumption of the SOFC and 

PEFC are shown in Figs. 3-11 and 3-14. When the amount of photovoltaic power 

generated is large, the fuel consumption of the fuel cell increases because the partial-

load operation with low fuel cell efficiency occurs. On the other hand, because the 

amount  of  solar  radiation  fluctuates  greatly,  the  amount  of  photovoltaic  power 

generated changes. Therefore, as shown in Figs. 3-11 and 3-14, the fuel consumption 

of the fuel cell in the daytime has sharp changes.

Figures 3-12 and 3-15 show the analysis  results of the boiler operation of the 

SOFC and PEFC independent systems, respectively. Because the heat load is very 

large compared with the power load, the difference between the SOFC independent 

system and the PEFC independent system is small.
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The operation plan of the SOFC-PEFC combined system is shown in Figs. 3-16 to 

3-19. Figure 3-16 shows the analysis results of the power generation efficiency of 

the proposed system. When photovoltaic power generation is not introduced (Fig. 3-

16 (a)), the change in the power generation efficiency is small. However, the load 

factor  of  the  system  falls  when  the  amount  of  photovoltaic  power  generated 

increases. Therefore, the proposed system differs in performance according to the 

season and the weather. Figures 3-17 and 3-18 show the analysis results for the 

consumption of the bio-ethanol supplied to the reformer (R/M) and the natural gas 

supplied to the SOFC, respectively. From the consumption of natural gas shown in 

Fig. 3-18, the power load peak at 16:00 to 22:00 shown in Fig. 3-7 (a) is leveled by 

the operation of the SOFC. On the other hand, if the amount of photovoltaic power 

generated increases, the amount of daily bio-ethanol supplied to the reformer (R/M) 

will increase, as shown in Fig. 3-17. Because the load factor of the SOFC will fall if  

the  power  supply  from  photovoltaic  power  generation  increases,  the  power 

generation efficiency falls. Therefore, because the amount of exhaust heat from the 

SOFC increases,  the  amount  of  bio-ethanol  supplied  to  the  reformer  increases. 

Figure 3-18 shows the analysis results of the boiler operation. These results are the 

same as the results of Figs. 3-12 and 3-15. Because the heat load (Fig. 3-7 (b)) used 

in this analysis is large compared with the system exhaust heat (reformer (R/M), the 

condenser unit (C/U) and the PEFC in Fig. 3-1 (b)), the difference in the boiler 
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operation between each system is small.  Figure 3-20 shows the analysis results for 

the fuel consumption in each system of a representative day every month. In the 

SOFC, the PEFC and the SOFC-PEFC combined system, natural gas, bio-ethanol, 

natural gas and bio-ethanol are consumed. Figure 3-20 (a) shows the results,  not 

including boiler fuel. On the other hand, Fig. 3-20 (b) shows the results including 

boiler fuel. In Fig. 3-20 (a),  the fuel consumption of the SOFC-PEFC combined 

system is reduced 10 to 35% compared with the SOFC or PEFC independent system. 

If boiler fuel is added to the fuel consumption of the fuel cell, as shown in Fig. 3-20 

(b), the fuel consumption in May and August will decrease greatly. Because the heat 

load of the winter season in a cold, snowy area is very large compared with the 

power load, there are few reduction effects of the fuel consumption of the proposed 

system with boiler fuel. On the other hand, because there is little heat load in mid-

term and the summer season, the effect of the fuel reduction of the proposed system 

is large. Figure 3-21 shows the daily mean power generation efficiency of the SOFC-

PEFC  combined  system.  The  power  generation  efficiency  considering  all  load 

patterns  of the proposed system is  27% to 48%. Although the power generation 

efficiency changes according to the season and load pattern, the photovoltaic power 

influences  the  system  efficiency  most  strongly.  When  introducing  photovoltaic 

power into an independent micro-grid, the improvement of the efficiency decrease 

due to the partial-load operation of the fuel cells is important.
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Fig. 3-18  Natural gas supply of the SOFC-PEFC combined system
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Fig. 3-19  Boiler power supply of the SOFC-PEFC combined system
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Fig. 3-21  Total power generation efficiency on a representative day of the 
SOFC-PEFC combined system
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Fig. 3-20  Analysis result of the fuel consumption of a representative day
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4 Conclusion and Future Works

In this  thesis,  a  NN prediction algorithm for photovoltaic power generation is 

developed. A study on operation optimization of a combined energy system with a 

photovoltaic power generation is illustrated. Optimizing the operation planning of a 

photovoltaic  system with  a  diesel  engine  generator  or  a  SOFC-PEFC combined 

system is clarified.    

In this chapter, the main conclusion obtained from the work carried out in this 

study will be summarized. Furthermore, the suggestion for the future work will be 

mentioned. 

4.1 Conclusion 

 Depending on the analysis  operation of  the photovoltaic  system and the diesel 

engine generator combined system, the following conclusions are reported: 

(1) A prediction algorithm using NN for electricity production from a photovoltaic 

system is developed. When comparing the results of the actual photovoltaic output 

power with the power production from the NN algorithm, the average values for the 

prediction error of electricity production from the solar cell are 25%, 29%, 19% and 

26% for December, March, June and September, respectively. 

(2)The operating period of the engine generator is shortened by introducing the NN 
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prediction algorithm for the power and heat supplied to the demand side. The engine 

operating  time  is  reduced  by  12.5%  in  December  and  16.7%  for  March  and 

September. The diesel engine heat characteristics are described, and a back-up boiler 

operation plan is developed.

  Moreover, depending on the analysis operation of the photovoltaic system and a 

SOFC-PEFC combined system, the following conclusions are obtained: 

(1) When photovoltaic generation is not introduced into the SOFC-PEFC combined 

system, the change in the power generation efficiency is small. However, the load 

factor of the proposal system falls when the amount of photovoltaic power increases.

(2) On the other hand, if the amount of photovoltaic power generated increases, the 

amount of daily bio-ethanol supplied to the reformer will increase. Because the load 

factor  of  the  SOFC  decreases  if  the  power  supply  due  to  photovoltaic  power 

increases, power generation efficiency decreases. Therefore, because the amount of 

exhaust heat from the SOFC increases, the amount of bio-ethanol supplied to the 

reformer  increases.  In  other  words,  the  proposed  system differs  in  performance 

according to the season and the weather.

(3) The fuel consumption of the SOFC-PEFC combined system is reduced 10 to 35% 

compared with the SOFC or PEFC systems independently. If boiler fuel is added to 

the fuel consumption of the fuel cell, the fuel consumption in May and August will  

decrease greatly. Because the heat load of the winter season in a cold, snowy area is 

very large compared with the power load, there are few reduction effects on the fuel 
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consumption of the proposed system.

(4) The power generation efficiency considering three load patterns (average load 

pattern, compressed load pattern and extended load pattern) of the proposed system 

is 27% to 48%. However, because the heat load is very large compared with the 

power load, the difference between the SOFC independent system and the PEFC 

independent system is small.

4.2 Future Works 

In  this  thesis,  an  independent  micro-grid  of  photovoltaic  and  diesel  engine 

generator or SOFC-PEFC combined systems are proposed.  The suggested operating 

methods of both systems are mentioned and tested. The results are good, especially 

in  case  of  the  photovoltaic  and   the  diesel  engine  generator  combined  system. 

Furthermore,  a  good  performance  of  a  photovoltaic  system and  a  SOFC-PEFC 

combined system to supply energy to a micro-grid of 30 residences without any 

external source. Although the power generation efficiency changes according to the 

season and load pattern in case of the photovoltaic and the SOFC-PEFC combined 

system, the photovoltaic power influences the system efficiency most strongly. When 

introducing photovoltaic power into an independent micro-grid of photovoltaic and 

SOFC-PEFC combined system, the improvement of the efficiency decrease due to 

the partial-load operation of the fuel cells is required. 
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Appendix

1- C  ++   program of the NN in the training process:       

//---------------------------------------------------------------------------

#include <vcl.h>

#pragma hdrstop

#include <stdio.h>

#include <fstream.h>

#include <math.h>

#include "Unit1.h"

using namespace std;

//---------------------------------------------------------------------------

#pragma package(smart_init)

#pragma resource "*.dfm"

TForm1 *Form1;

//.........................

fstream stream_r2;fstream stream_r3;

fstream stream_w0;fstream stream_w1;fstream stream_r4;

fstream stream_r5;ifstream stream_r1;
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fstream stream_w2;fstream stream_w3;

float Data[97];

float Teach[96];

float R_learn=0.1;

float R_stabi=0.1;

float w01[97][97];

float w12[96][97];

float dw_o[96][97];

float dw_m[97][97];

float y[97];

float y1[97];

float y_teach[96];

float x01[97][97];

float x12[97][97];

float y_out[97];

//---------------------------------------------------------------------------

__fastcall TForm1::TForm1(TComponent* Owner)

        : TForm(Owner)

{

}
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//---------------------------------------------------------------------------

void __fastcall TForm1::FormCreate(TObject *Sender)

{

   int tim;

   srand( (unsigned)time( NULL ) );

   for(int k=0;k<=95;k++)for(int j=0;j<=96;j++)dw_o[k][j]=0.0;

   for(int j=0;j<=96;j++)for(int i=0;i<=96;i++)dw_m[j][i]=0.0;

   stream_r1.open("data.txt");

   stream_r5.open("teach.txt");

   stream_w0.open("result0.txt" );

   stream_w1.open("result1.txt");

   stream_w2.open("weight01.txt");

   stream_w3.open("weight12.txt");

   for(int i=0;i<=96;i++){

  stream_r1 >> i  >> Data[i];

   }

   for(int i=0;i<=96;i++)y[i]=Data[i];

   for(int t=0;t<=95;t++){

  stream_r5 >> t >> Teach[t];

   }
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   for(int t=0;t<=95;t++)y_teach[t]=Teach[t];

   for(int i=0;i<=96;i++){

  for(int j=0;j<=96;j++){

 w01[j][i]=-0.1+(0.1*(((rand()%100)/100.0+(rand()%100)/10000.0

   +(rand()%100)/1000000.0)));

  if(j==0)w01[j][i]=0.0;

   }

   }

 for(int j=0;j<=96;j++){

  for(int k=0;k<=95;k++){

 w12[k][j]=-0.5+(1.0*(((rand()%100)/100.0+(rand()%100)/10000.0

   +(rand()%100)/1000000.0)));

   }

   }

   for(int j=0;j<=96;j++){

  for(int i=0;i<=96;i++){

 stream_w0 << j <<'\t' << i <<'\t'<< w01[j][i]<<endl;

  }

   }
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   for(int k=0;k<=95;k++){

  for(int j=0;j<=96;j++){

 stream_w0 << "k" << k<< '\t' <<"j" << j <<'\t' << "w12[k][j]" << 

w12[k][j] <<endl;

  }

   }

 for(int l=0;l<=10000;l++){

   for(int j=0;j<=96;j++){

 for(int i=0;i<=96;i++){

x01[j][i]=w01[j][i]*y[i];

 }

  }

  float add_y1;

  for(int j=0;j<=96;j++){

 add_y1=0.0;

 for(int i=0;i<=96;i++){

add_y1=add_y1+x01[j][i];

 }

 y1[j]=add_y1;

  }
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  for(int j=0;j<=96;j++)y1[j]=1.0/(1.0+exp(-y1[j]));

  y1[0]=1.0;

   for(int j=0;j<=95;j++){

 for(int i=0;i<=96;i++){

x12[j][i]=w12[j][i]*y1[i];

 }

  }

  float add_y2;

  for(int k=0;k<=95;k++){

 add_y2=0.0;

 for(int j=0;j<=96;j++){

add_y2=add_y2+x12[k][j];

 }

 y_out[k]=add_y2;

  }

   for(int k=0;k<=95;k++){

 y_out[k]=1.0/(1.0+exp(-y_out[k]));

 stream_w1 << k << y_out[k];
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  }

  float err=0.0;

  for(int k=0;k<=95;k++){

 err=err+(y_teach[k]-y_out[k])*(y_teach[k]-y_out[k]);

 stream_w0 << "k" << "y_teach[k]" << "y_out[k]"<< k << '\t'<< 

y_teach[k] <<'\t'<< y_out[k]<< endl;

  }

  err=1/2.0*err;

  stream_w0 << "l" << l << '\t' <<"err" << err << endl;

  for(int k=0;k<=95;k++){

 for(int j=0;j<=96;j++){

dw_o[k][j]=R_learn*(y_teach[k]-y_out[k])*y_out[k]*(1.0-

y_out[k])*y1[j]+R_stabi*dw_o[k][j];

 }

  }

 for(int k=0;k<=95;k++){

 for(int j=0;j<=96;j++){

w12[k][j]=w12[k][j]+dw_o[k][j];

 }
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  }

  float add_k;

  for(int j=0;j<=96;j++){

 add_k=0.0;

 for(int k=0;k<=95;k++)add_k=(y_teach[k]-y_out[k])*y_out[k]*(1.0-

y_out[k])*w12[k][j];

 for(int i=0;i<=96;i++){

 dw_m[j][i]=R_learn*y1[j]*(1.0-

y1[j])*y[i]*add_k+R_stabi*dw_m[j][i];

 }

  }

  for(int j=0;j<=96;j++){

 for(int i=0;i<=96;i++){

w01[j][i]=w01[j][i]+dw_m[j][i];

w01[0][i]=0.0;

 }

  }

 }
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   for(int j=0;j<=96;j++){

  for(int i=0;i<=96;i++){

 stream_w2 << j <<'\t'<< i <<'\t'<< w01[j][i]<<endl;

  }

   }

   for(int k=0;k<=95;k++){

  for(int j=0;j<=96;j++){

 stream_w3 <<k <<'\t'<< j <<'\t'<< w12[k][j]<<endl;

  }

   }

  stream_r1.close();stream_r2.close();stream_r3.close();stream_r4.close();

   stream_w0.close();stream_w1.close();

}

//---------------------------------------------------------------------------

2- C  ++   program of the NN in the analysis process:       

//---------------------------------------------------------------------------

#include <vcl.h>

#pragma hdrstop
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#include <stdio.h>

#include <fstream.h>

#include <math.h>

#include "Unit1.h"

using namespace std;

//---------------------------------------------------------------------------

#pragma package(smart_init)

#pragma resource "*.dfm"

TForm1 *Form1;

fstream stream_r2;fstream stream_r3;

fstream stream_w0;fstream stream_w1;

fstream stream_r1;

float Data[97];

float Teach[96];

float R_learn=0.1;

float R_stabi=0.1;

float w01[97][97];

float w12[96][97];

float dw_o[96][97];

float dw_m[97][97];
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float y[97];

float y1[97];

float y_teach[96];

float x01[97][97];

float x12[97][97];

float y_out[97];

//---------------------------------------------------------------------------

__fastcall TForm1::TForm1(TComponent* Owner) 

    : TForm(Owner)

{

}

void __fastcall TForm1::FormCreate(TObject *Sender)

{

   int tim;

   srand( (unsigned)time( NULL ) );

   for(int k=0;k<=95;k++)for(int j=0;j<=96;j++)dw_o[k][j]=0.0;

   for(int j=0;j<=96;j++)for(int i=0;i<=96;i++)dw_m[j][i]=0.0;

   stream_r1.open("data.txt");

   stream_w0.open("result0.txt" );

   stream_w1.open("result1.txt");
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   stream_r2.open("weight01.txt");

   stream_r3.open("weight12.txt");

   for(int i=0;i<=96;i++){

  stream_r1 >> i >> Data[i];

   }

   for(int i=0;i<=96;i++)y[i]=Data[i];

   for(int j=0;j<=96;j++){

      for(int i=0;i<=96;i++){

 stream_r2 >> j >> i >> w01[j][i];

      }

   }

   for(int k=0;k<=95;k++){

      for(int j=0;j<=96;j++){

 stream_r3 >> k >> j >> w12[k][j];

      }

   }

      for(int j=0;j<=96;j++){

         for(int i=0;i<=96;i++){

            x01[j][i]=w01[j][i]*y[i];

         }
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      }

      float add_y1;

      for(int j=0;j<=96;j++){

         add_y1=0.0;

         for(int i=0;i<=96;i++){

            add_y1=add_y1+x01[j][i];

         }

         y1[j]=add_y1;

  }

      for(int j=0;j<=96;j++)y1[j]=1.0/(1.0+exp(-y1[j]));

      y1[0]=1.0;

      for(int j=0;j<=95;j++){

         for(int i=0;i<=96;i++){

            x12[j][i]=w12[j][i]*y1[i];

         }

      }

      float add_y2;

      for(int k=0;k<=95;k++){

         add_y2=0.0;

         for(int j=0;j<=96;j++){
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            add_y2=add_y2+x12[k][j];

         }

         y_out[k]=add_y2;

      }

      for(int k=0;k<=95;k++){

 y_out[k]=1.0/(1.0+exp(-y_out[k]));

 stream_w0 << k << '\t' << y_out[k]<< endl;

      }

   stream_r1.close();stream_r2.close();stream_r3.close();

   stream_w0.close();stream_w1.close();

}

//---------------------------------------------------------------------------
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